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ou would think that after
13 issues the MindMapSA team would be used
to teething problems
that come with putting
this publication together.
But after several delays,
cancelled photo shoots
and waiting for the right
content we are proud to
open our 2013 account
with a slightly condensed
issue that punches way
above its weight. Annually when the year begins we present a
special ‘Identity’ issue that looks at the life, work and thoughts of
one particular person. We use the issue to bring under a microscope
the character of a person we think has earned their place as being
amongst the top contributors in South African creative culture.
Note the importance of contribution because this is not about
who has achieved the most, or is best known. It’s not even about
someone who has risen to prominence in the previous year. It is
however about someone who has remained constantly immersed in
their craft and has left some sort of a footprint in their medium that
needs to be articulated in more than just a mere tweet or blog post.
Y

Last year it was Tumi Molekane. This year for the second year
running we have chosen someone who is also a rapper (surprising
if you take into consideration the widely spreading rumours that
hip-hop is dead) but Ewok’s status as an MC has no mereness to it.

Mxo Mathe

10 Editor’s Note

When I initially emailed a team of our closest collaborators asking
for their input on who should grace the pages of our JanuaryFebruary identity issue, there were several nominees. But the
conversation kept coming back to this well known Durban artistic
aficionado. Maybe it is because he is an activist on issues of human
rights and the environment or perhaps because he represents in
hip-hop a kind of thoughtful lyricism that is generally extinct in the
genre now. There could be many reasons but what was clear was
that it was necessary to conduct a clinical survey of the man and
his work. What we have here ladies and gentleman is an attempt at
just that. In an extensive interview conducted by contributing editor
Russel Hlongwane he speaks about the golden era of hip-hop, the
importance of message before method as well as how being a father
has changed him for the better. Poet and actress Tumelo Khoza
also writes an appraisal as part of this edition. We certainly hope
that once you are done with these pages you will be more aware
of Ewok the man and the artist. Until next time-keep mapping out.
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Oskar Hanska

magine if a man was ‘’dumb enough’’ to follow his
passion. Imagine that this passion was artistry. So,
what if this boy actually followed his passion? But
consider that this is brain drained Durban. To put
things into perspective, this passion is hip-hop and
this boy happens to be white so he’s bound to be
considered ‘’lost’’ and an Eminem joke is always
impending! So what have we here? -a young white kid
on the shores of Durban falling subject to a hip-hop aesthetic and turning this hobby into a full time career. All of
this taking place in a city that has become renowned for
its inert art wave. Dear reader, this boy did follow his passion and he is now a man, a husband, a father and retrospectively Durban’s spokesperson on stage. And he has
been doing this ‘’passion turned career’’ thing successfully
for the past decade and shows no signs of slowing down.
To spell out his name at full length; Ian Gregory ‘’Creamy
Ewok Baggends’’ Robinson, but those that know him well
enough just refer to him as Creamy Ewok. Originally born in
Eastern Cape and at the age of two the family moved to Zululand and on his fifth year moved to upstate New York (USA)
and decided to descend in Zululand again when Creamy was
just nine. The family made the natural move to Durban when
their son was sixteen and they’ve settled here ever since.

Ewok is one of South Africa’s
foremost scholars of hip-hop . He
is also an activist , writer, teacher
and everything in between

“A Spoken Word flavored Hip Hop activist is what I call
me these days’’, he says in passing. A retrospective of the
past decade of Durban’s sub-cultural wave will show that
Ewok has been prominent throughout and has always been
punching above his weight. During his formative years in
his hip-hop group Illuminating Shadows he stood out as
more than just an emcee in the group as he was branching
out to play an active role in the graffiti and poetry scene.
And nowadays when everyone is an unattractively swagged
up rapper, he’s taken a bold step as more of an activist and
a true provocateur in a complacent society-through his the-

atrical and stand up works. On
speaking on activism, Ewok shares
that activism is part of his creative DNA. “Activism for me is really just trying to find ways to use
my art to educate. That’s my main
focus these days, putting my art
into action and actually following
through, trying to find out whether
or not it is having any effect, and
if not then going back to the blueprint and building again,” he says.

Courtesy of Poetry Africa

On many sittings with him, it only
gets clearer that the man and his
message are inseparable. There
is no difference between Ian and
Ewok. He is an embodiment of his
work. If anything, his message has
only gotten louder with a stronger
sense of urgency through time. This
is said because many artists hide
behind their alias when confronted
with real life. Subsequent to this,
the topic of purpose and success
came into dialogue. His take on the
topic is one with which many an
artists can identify. He notes that
to him success is about being able
to make a significant contribution
through his body of work. “I owe
my success to my own definition of
success which doesn’t have much
to do with fame or money but more
with longevity and sustainability,”
he says. “You are as successful as
you believe you are and you will
never seem as successful to yourself
as you will to others. That’s what
keeps you pushing yourself on.”
To fully appreciate his success and
failure as an artist one needs to appreciate the backdrop in which
he exists. Ewok resides in a city
where the majority is black folk of
a low educational background living below the poverty line. He is
an urban kid who kicks the middle class armchair philosopher to
the verge of consciousness. He
amicably does this with flavor. And
this is something his audience has
grown to love as he is able to connect with audiences beyond created
social borders. His seed of hip-hop
has sprouted into a tree of diversity
and diligent craftsmanship. From

Courtesy of Poetry Africa

just graffiti and rap, he ventured into poetry, theatre, and authorship until his most recent feat, a father. Speaking about
how fatherhood has shaped his perspective as a father he notes
that it has reminded him of another nurturing side. ‘‘Had I not
been a performing artist, I would be a teacher, my other passion,’’ he says. Probably taking from his mothers’ vocation
who was a hairdresser then started her own pre-primary school
12 years ago. She established the kiddy school into a successful business which she thereafter sold and reverted to teaching. His father on the other hand is a jazz saxophonist who just
completed his doctoral thesis in Music Education and has also
gone back to lecturing and performing. Both influences that are
clearly embedded in both Ewok’s thought and living process.
Speaking on family, he earnestly tells that his family has a
strong influence on his work as they are the reason he gets
up every morning and his truest goal is making them proud.
At this point Creamy E speaks about how fathering a son has
helped him refine him as a man and sift the frivolous allowing him to focus on what makes him really good, healthy and
present. “I also get out more with him and enjoy our neighborhood and the people in it. I have definitely grown up
and really feel like there is plenty to do and plenty of time
and space to do it in while we watch him grow and help him
along. He has injected fresh potential into all of my activities and one day I will thank him for it,’’ he says. His multifaceted talents suggest that he is well read with an ear that
consumes diversity. Having grown up on the likes of Andrew
Lloyd-Webber and Tim Rice, The Beatles, Jimi Hendrix,

Led Zeppelin, Rage Against The Machine, NOFX, Metallica, ABBA, The Beach Boys, Paul Simon, Greenday, AC/
DC, Marilyn Manson, Pantera, Bloodhound Gang and goes
on to say that he was immersed into techno at one point. And
on the literary front the Ewok reads mostly historical fiction
and non-fiction, politics, philosophy and satire. He calls up
names such as Noam Chomsky and Arundati Roy as being
amongst servants to his eclectic taste. ‘’I also collect comics and graphic novels. I have a large collection of 2000 AD
comics (Judge Dredd and such). I have recently discovered
and really enjoy Neil Gaiman,” he says. Sci- Fi fiends will
know that Ewok is actually a fictitious specie of bipeds in the
Star Wars universe. And the Ewok himself (befittingly so) has
read The Lord of the Rings four times, The Hobbit twice and
The Silmarillian once. Needless to say that the man has a flirtation with the galactic side of the imagination. But besides
these, he says he has found himself consistently interested
in historical works and how that past has informed the present. ‘’I also recently began checking out Edward Said who
I regret not getting into earlier. I like reading about Africa
and South African history and have a few Martin Meredith
books (State of Africa, Robert Mugabe, Diamonds, Gold and
War). I have read plenty of Hip-Hop history and associated
culture works. Also read the Mail and Guardian religiously
every week.’’ Shifting the lens to his accomplishments,
Creamy Ewok has arguably contributed the biggest chunk to
Durban’s hip-hop scene as a whole, beyond his personal repertoire. From being part of the cast that pioneered Bling Free
which after some years transformed into Life Check. Having
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thrown countless shows in the early days at The Winston Pub
alongside rock musicians who were his friends, to moving
onto bigger stages at the Playhouse during the high ranked
show ‘’Waiting for the Music’’ which saw Illuminating Shadows perform alongside 340ML back in 2003. Creamy Ewok
has gone from ‘’bombing’’ (and maybe throw ups) to being
an advocate of graffiti when the art-form was labeled a pandemic by mainstream media. In defence of the movement he
was subsequently invited to East Coast Radio to field questions from an angry citizenship on graffiti and its menace to
society, he held the flag proudly and delicately played the
role of educating and advocating a medium less fancied. His
leadership characteristic display in his inclusive work ethic,
his embrace and willingness to explore the ‘’new’’ but keeping his conservatism when it matters. This was seen in how
he integrated krumping at its advent in Durban, and this was
when purists of the scene were overtly averse to the trend.
Ewok on the other hand introduced it to Life Check and
thanks to this the hip hop fraternity expanded and saw growth
through this inclusion. It was only a matter of time till the
purists came to accept this new wave. With this move, Ewok

Mr Min. The production head was Tristan Horton. The group
worked diligently at not adopting the ‘’wannabe’’ status of
‘’lost white kids’’ subscribing to American ‘’black culture’’.
Their craft was pure, original and very relative to their surroundings. Illuminating shadows fought many emcees off the
mic establishing themselves as a crew to be reckoned with.
Their content touched on street style and their everyday. They,
after a few years perfected their style through persistent performances during what many would call the ‘’golden years’’
of Durban hip-hop. Parallel to this was the bigger movement
of the black middle class listening to the sounds of Black
Star, Lyricist Lounge, Gangstarr and other sounds of the urban diaspora. There seemed to be a trifling synergy between
these two hip-hop sects. There were not necessarily against
each other but they did not feature on each other’s line ups
either. Ewok relays of the black following ‘’there were three
names: GPM, AFRICAN KONCEPT and BLACK FIST OF
GARVEY. Keith Kunene, Kwanele Sosibo, Zwa Zwane, San
Thurman, Bullet, Manelis etc. There was always the argument that the white kids have the resources and time to work
on their craft whereas the black kids had pressing life issues

“We were always gonna be those white boys stepping into a majority black
scene but we knew it and we didn’t play it any other way,” he says. “We didn’t
make a point of putting it out there but we always knew we had the skills to
back us up and we didn’t make way for anyone.”
to tend. However that argument held light weight on a closer
perspective on the matter. “We were always gonna be those
white boys stepping into a majority black scene but we knew
it and we didn’t play it any other way,” he says. “We didn’t
make a point of putting it out there but we always knew we had
the skills to back us up and we didn’t make way for anyone.
Eventually there was no way anyone could say any different.”
If Creamy was not Illuminating Shadows on stage, he would
be found bombing or publicly painting with his graffiti crew,
‘’whatkind’’ or sometimes walking the streets of Durban with
his backpack, cap, stereo and a slight sag of his pants. Evidence of the ‘’whatkind Cru’’ could be found immaculately
planted around the city for the ‘’inn crowd.’’They signed off
their pieces with their catch phrase ‘’whatkindekse’’ which
is a local Indian and Coloured slang phrase meaning either
‘’how are you’’ or ‘’where are you’’ or better yet ‘’whats up’’.
This particular catch phrase was indicative of the groups understanding of their society through their works. And this is
exactly what street art aims to do; beyond aesthetics, it tells
the unadulterated tale of its people. Luckily enough, ‘’whatkind’’ did justice to that cause. Both crews (ILL Shad and
whatkind) were equally inspired and subscribing to the UK’s
underground scene, names such as Skinny Man and Jest come
to mind. And obviously the UK scene fed off the U.S underground movement. The local connection with UK hip-hop

Neil Coppen

did not compromise the ‘’real hip hop’’ content on the Life
Check line- up, he kept the hard raw talent on the mic sessions. If anything this dynamic led to a robust hip-hop scene
in Durban whose artistic integrity is yet to be fully replicated.
With trends in the perpetual flux and the eminent fickle market of current day, Ewok has been the type to keep abreast
and continuously refine his strategy as an artist. In reference,
around year 2000 the man’s work was very street and urban
driven. It involved a lot of street art, gigging, park jams (Bling
Free), and hang out sessions at The Lab which was a hip-hop
store run by a friend, Nick. It was through The Lab that one
could see how the culture was interwoven into the everyday
lives of many kids. Interesting to point to out that in western countries, hip-hop practice was a lower class pandemic
wherein South Africa, it was a middle class outlier subscription. Befittingly so, his fellowship consisted of the sub -culturalist white kids of Glenwood, Morningside, Umbilo and
highway proximity. And this time graffiti and emceeing was
his primary medium inspired by works such as Style Wars,
Beat Street and The Freshest Kids. His social landscape was
also a firm contributor to his output at this time and it is still so
till this very day, arguably to an even greater extent. It would
be ignorant to speak of Ewok’s early days as an individual
as he belonged to the group, Illuminating Shadows, consisting of himself and King Babar Redpath with sporadic associates who adjoined and left. Ill Shad DJ’s were MG Fresh and

As a globally recognised slam
poet, Ewok has competed
and performed in stages
across the world and has
graced stages with the likes
of Henry Bowers

Oskar Hanska

beefing with me,” he says. “It was a very uncertain time for
mindset of being able to make the scene sustain itself. ‘’The
me. I was also unsure about why I had been putting so much
white boys always had the foresight and business mind while
time and energy into hip-hop, whether it was smart to be just
we were all about ciphering and throwing shows,” he says.
following my passion without regard for my future. I had
‘’They were about ownership since then while we were not
been living pretty much day to day for a long while since
even thinking of that back then’’. Be that as it may but conleaving varsity, with my folks helping me out, and that was
versely Ewok simply says it was diversity that allowed them
coming to an end. My parents told me straight up that I needto progress. “We moved with an all elements crew, we could
ed to support myself if I was going to live away from home
hold it down from the decks to the dance floor in any situation,
so I was hustling plenty of work, whatever paid really, from
breaking, graff writing, beat boxing, turntables, ciphers, whathats and selling them to stores
ever!” In this it doesn’t seem like the
“It was a very uncertain time making
and friends to handing out flyers to the
‘’white kids’’ had any grand plans of takfor me. I was also unsure
ing over Durban and monetizing talent.
occasional gig etc. The harder I pushed
about why I had been putting it the more support I started to get from
friends and family who saw me really
Fast forward to 2005 and there is no Ill
so much time and energy
trying to make a go of it. I started to
Shad, they’ve split due to creative diftake myself very seriously, like growing
ferences and King Babar relocates to Jo- into hip-hop, whether it was
up a bit, investing in myself. I also had
hannesburg. There is no WHAT KIND
graffiti crew either. One of the original smart to be just following my a very core group of friends around me
members of ‘’whatkind’’ starts the oppassion without regard for who kept me motivated and inspired,
from playing Capoeira to producing
posing ‘’1.2 Cru’’. Ewok profoundly
my future. ”
shows together. Suddenly I was actualrecalls the fragmentation of that time.
ly standing on my own, paying my own
‘’At one point in my career I felt very
isolated from everything I had known. So I was painting and
bills, making my own moves, and it felt good, powerful even.
rhyming alone for the first time in about 5 years. Very angry
That’s when I really got started building myself up again.”
and bitter at one point and resolved that I would do it all on
my own and didn’t need anyone else, like I’d been rejected
Sentiment from Ewok is that they (as Illuminating Shadsomehow. Illuminating Shadows had pretty much disbanded
ows) would maybe link up in the future and if that does not
and so had the WHAT KIND? Crew cats were talking serious
come to be then he’s proud of the moments they created and
shared. Thanking his ex-rhyming partner, King Babar for all
shit about me, dudes who had been my closest friends were

which he taught him about the culture. Rising from a somber slump and serious contemplation and reflection, Ewok is
hosting limited seat shows in promotion of his anthology
(Pimp my Poetry), travelling the globe and inter country
getting his rep up. His accolades during this time read like
a sweet creative shopping list; Freestyle Battle Champion
(African Hip Hop Indaba 2004), Slam Competitor (5th place
World Slampionship Rotterdam 2005), 1st place Poetry Africa Slamjam 2007 (Johannesburg/ Durban), One Mind. One
Mouth.One Mic (one man hip hop theatre piece that was a
50 minute non-stop lyrical air-strike). Moving on to debuting
his second ‘’one man hip hop theatre piece’’ called Spitfire
which earned him two awards at MUSHO the theatre festival
in (2007), In the same years he debuted his album Higher
Flyer for Hire. The hard worker was also able to dish out
yet another carriage of words; his book of poems titled Customized Hype was published in November of 2007. He then
followed up to this a year later through ‘’Bombstyle’’ (2007)
and ‘’Ian Ewok Robinson is LIVE’’ in 2010. It has been fairly smooth sailing since. Things are still looking up and the
schedule only gets busier. The man’s phone kindly asks you
to leave a message and he sure does return the call. This can
only mean one thing. Ewok is currently working his upcom

a very South African mentality that drives my work, the idea
of just “making a plan” whatever the circumstances. That’s a
truly South African vibe. Make a plan. If no one else is making one for you, make a plan. If you want to get it done, make
a plan. If it has to happen, make a plan. So there was never
any sitting back and waiting in Durban, it was always do-forself DIY, throw your own show, record your own music, find
a wall and paint it, and it went so well with Hip Hop culture
which is essentially about standing on your own and making
your own way in life. Durban is a very Hip Hop space, with
a raw energy that translates into true talent across genres. It
doesn’t have the infrastructure to sustain itself necessarily,
in terms of professional spaces for artists to occupy, but that
doesn’t stop the creativity, and when you are in control of your
creativity then you end up making your own spaces, just by
being as professional as possible without the promise of anything or then the respect of your fellows and contemporaries.
Just by trying to keep your level of quality high, your standard
of work high, you end up getting chances that people in other
parts of the world wait their whole lives for. Theatre is a great
example. If I had been anywhere else I would never have gotten the chance at playing some of the roles I have. Hamlet?
These are dream characters for so many actors, me included.

We have the opportunity to expose and project how dynamic
and rich this nation really is. We are not one dimensional, we
are a kaleidoscope of sound and style We have the opportunity
to expose and project how dynamic and rich this nation really
ing album and participating in the stage play ‘’Twitch’’. An
intimate conversational session with him resulted in a freeflowing dialogue about various aspects of his body of work.
Do you feel your fellow artists are doing justice to art?
Some people use art incredibly effectively as tools for social change, beyond their own personal desires and comforts, to actually effect real positive change in the world.
Those are the ones who are doing the most with their art I
feel. Some are just skimming the surface, playing a kind of
game with it where they don’t seem to be investing honestly
in their craft but rather toying with it. I did that for a long
while so I can’t blame anyone, I think it’s a maturity thing
and I am grateful for having had the opportunity to grow
through my own experience as an artist. I don’t think anyone should be denied the opportunity to indulge in their art,
I just think it needs to be done with eyes wide open so you
never miss the bigger picture when (if) it comes into focus.
And how much has your location (Durban
and S.A) influenced your work and message?
I would never have had as many opportunities as I have had
in my career if I had been anywhere else in the world. It is

Durban is a small pond, not so many fish, so it makes sense to
just keep swimming, there’s bound to be enough to go around
if you just keep swimming. Durban also embodies that keepit-real attitude that has become so played out in hip-hop. In
Durban there is no mainstream fame, no celebrity culture, the
city is too small for it and any chance to engender it is laughable in a city that is so laid-back and chilled out. So you can’t
play for that fame, you are forced to make a choice, whether
to be in it for a minute or to stick it out. You have to discover what you really love about what you do, the thing that
is going to keep you doing it till you’re done. In Durban you
have to really learn to sustain yourself, to be your own boss.
How do you feel about Durban’s brain drain? How do we cure it?
I don’t think we need to, I don’t think it’s an illness and I
don’t think there is anything negative happening really. I
think the drain is a product of the whole system of capitalist
consumer ideology that governs the world. You have to make
your passion your work and that means it must make money,
and Durban still does not have the real entrenched infrastructure in place to support or sustain all of the creative talent that
is produced here. I don’t know why we would want to stop
it in any case. People need to be free to move wherever they
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feel is necessary, for themselves, for their future, whatever.
There is no place for any kind of shallow loyalty that has
you trying to stick it out simply because this is where you
are from or this is home or whatever. You don’t owe it to
anyone to struggle here when you could be styling in Jozi,
or London for that matter. Durban isn’t going anywhere,
it isn’t suffering in any way. The only time there is ever
any dissatisfaction with Durban is when it is compared
to these other places, and i’m saying if you are more attracted to what Cape Town has to offer then why not go
to Cape Town? People take their motivations and irritations with them, they don’t just disappear because you have
changed locations. I don’t even know if there is a drain
really? I know a host of creatives, of artists and thinkers
who are based here and aren’t moving anytime soon. We
need to stop comparing ourselves to other places and start
really investing in what we have. Durban produces quality
on many levels. We need to recognize that and respect it
and let it have its place in its own unique way, the Durban
way, laid-back, go with the flow, unpretentious and real.
You’ve taken a firm step into activism, tell us a
bit more of this inclusion into your portfolio?
I just realized that I had an opportunity to say what I felt
and people would listen, so I started to try and give that the
respect it deserved by trying to understand the situations I
was speaking about in songs and poems to a level where I
could engage with them beyond the creativity alone, into
the actual reality of the politics and social
situations I was scripting. I think that if I
am going to be speaking about something I
should know what I am talking about, so I
have started to really try and connect with
what struggles that I see that I connect with
for whatever reason. I also realized that I
have a particular privilege, having a voice
and platform to make my opinion stand out
and be counted. That is a true privilege that
artists have and we should use it wisely. So
many people have no voice or space to be
heard or seen. Artists create those spaces and
we have a responsibility to the society that
sustains us to speak truth to power, to reflect
the real world, to engage with the dominant hegemonies
of our time and to stay relevant as citizens, both of our
immediate cities and of the world. We have also never as
artists enjoyed as much opportunity to publicize ourselves
as we do now in the current digital age and that adds so
much power to our ability to be able to communicate effectively through our work. More people can hear us and
see us and recognize us now then ever so it is vital that
we maintain a focus on our responsibility as artists in providing and maintaining that space for truth and justice and
equality, for humanity. That was it for me really, the recognition of my privilege and the inherent responsibility that
comes from being able to express yourself freely. I used to
take it for granted and I never want that to happen again.

Ewok is one of the main
custodians of hip-hop theatre
in South Africa and has
produced an extensive body
of work through this medium
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I call those the golden era of Durban hop, would
you compare the two (past and present) and how the
landscape has an influence on the current scene?
I think Golden Era is kind of right. I think every scene has
it’s Golden Era, and I think it is about a certain innocence and
excitement. It’s more like a Virgin Era! Everyone had something to prove, no-one had really blown up yet more then anyone else, we were all on the same level, just starting out, the
foundations were being set for the city to have the scene that
it has now. It was kind of precious to us, our scene, but that
didn’t stop us being reckless at the same time. We knew we
were on the cusp of something, of coming into our own. We
had been looking at the national scene, Cape Town, Jozi, for
so long that the idea that we were finally going to have our
piece of that pie was very electrifying. Joburg was blowing
UP! Hip Hop was in stores now, on radio, Skwatta was ruling, Proverb, Tumi, Hymphatic, Spoken Word was blazing,
Lesego Rampolokeng and other leaders of the scene, it was
crazy. Durban was just bubbling, waiting to be noticed and
it was finally happening. I remember HYPE magazine came
out around that time and Raheem was the
first Durban head to be featured. That was
nuts! It was Ra, from the ciphers, with a
picture taken at Berea Park, the spot where
we used to paint all the time. Durban was
getting some actual exposure. So yeah, it
was like a teenager at 17, about to be legal for the first time, thinking we knew it
all and everyone was set to dominate any
space. That was some exciting time, no lies

by talented intelligent people who are on their own missions
and I want to earn my seat on that bus, to ride with them.
And what is your future mapped out to be?
More of the same with an increasing focus on quality over quantity. I have set in motion a few 5 year plan projects that should
keep me busy and content while we raise our son through his
first few adventures. 2017 will be ten years since my first album and I am hoping to have a second full length solo project
complete for that celebration. I have started a blog and I want
to develop that into a complete portal for all of my projects. I
will be focussing this year on my position as a Dennis Brutus
Scholar with the Centre for Civil Society, UKZN. I have been
cast in a couple of plays this year and I will be enjoying that
straight acting while earning deal. I am studying again, trying to get my teaching qualification so that I can eventually
have the option of moving into that profession full time. I
have some new recording projects on the go with some producers in Cape Town and Paris that I am quite excited about.
And your vision for Durban?
Along with your call for artists
to improve our current scene?
In a perfect world I see Durban developing further into an international
centre of cutting edge culture, just by
all of us creatives keeping on keeping on. On the real though, there is
plenty of corruption at a top level in
government and business that needs
to be weeded out if the city is to progress and not stagnate. That kind
of criminal activity is what holds us
back, when rate payers money is wasted on weak unsustainable events and projects instead of being maximized through
clever forward thinking initiatives. I really think Durban
has the potential to set some standards when it comes to our
environment and conservation issues but again, that kind of
radical progression requires real committed leadership. I do
think Durban has some golden years lined up though and I
am happy to think that I will be raising a family here. Any
improvement will come from artists and audiences supporting each other, building a sustainable base that ensures
the longevity of prominent platforms like Poetry Africa or
Jomba or any of our festivals. If I could call for anything
it would be for artists to start realizing the potential of Durban and stop going on about it’s shortcomings. We should
be learning what it is that really makes this place unique
and capitalizing on it by promoting it through our work.

“In a perfect world I
see Durban developing
further into an
international centre of
cutting edge culture, just
by all of us creatives
keeping on keeping on.”

What inspires you? What necessitates
your
next
project?
Is it a reducing bank account, a turning point in your
life that you feel you need to get out or is it an epiphany?
If I have an idea for a track, or a wall or a poem or whatever, and I can in any way visualize the final product, then
it’s on. It’s like I have been bitten or injected and I don’t
have any control, I have to see the thing through to finality.
The more I think about an idea the more possible it becomes
until I find myself sitting down writing or sketching or whatever and then there is no turning back. I used to skateboard
a lot, and I still drive by obstacles in the street and imagine what it would be like skating them even though I am far
beyond it now, with metal in my ankle to prove that I have
nothing left to prove! It’s like that with my art. I hear an
instrumental, I see a big wall, I read a sentence, I have an
idea. I am very inspired by other artists in Durban, more so
then anywhere else because I am actually able to be part of
their creative process, to actually witness it happening, to see
them working and be a part of the environment and context of
their work. A Hip Hop mentality pushes me all the time, with
the idea that there are heads out there making new music,
producing fresh work, that makes me want to do the same.
Just knowing that they are out there makes me never want
to stop, to always be a part of that flow of ideas and possibilities and creative production. I am constantly surrounded

Ian Creamy Ewok Baggends energy cannot be expressed
in an article of a few thousand words. As said by a fellow
emcee ‘’manifest reality with my vocal chords’’. It seems
we have a success story here that keeps unraveling itself.
A story that has a bitter and sweet tastes to it. And such
is every journey and this one is of Ewok, the son, the artist, the husband, the cultural diplomat and the father.
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THE LIFE AND WORK OF:

IAIN ‘EWOK’ ROBINSON
Ten years down

Ewok forms
part of rap/
rock crossover
group known
as the Dwarf
Project Crew

2002

Ewok joins several
other Durban MCs
and the seminal
Illuminating shadows
is born

Ill
Shad
2003

Higher flyer for hire is
Ewok’s independently
released album and wins
him national acclaim.
Wins 1st
place in the
Poetry Africa
SlamJam held
both in Durban
and Jozi

He is declared
king of the mic
as he wins the
Freestyle battle
championship
at African HipHop Indaba

2004

Spitfire
is Ewok’s
second hiphop theatre
piece and
establishes
him as a
custodian
of the genre

POETRY AFRICA
2009

2007

Ewok makes
his third
appearance
as part of the
main line-up
at the Poetry
Africa festival

2009

The second Spitmunky
project “Cats From
Underdog Country”
dropped onIine

2010

“Seriously?”
is launched at
the national
arts festival
and is Ewok’s
autobiographical
show

2011

As scholar Ewok has made a contribution that
is more than just ceremonial. He has developed
a spoken word metholody called ‘Poetry off the
page.’
It is based on not only teaching young writers and
students how to take their words onto stage but also
how to place emphasis on narrative.

Represents Mzansi
and earns 5th
place in the world
Slampionship
competition
in
Rotterdm

5th
2005

Bombstyle
is another
successful and
challenging
hip-hop theatre
offering from
Ewok.

COP17 DURBAN

2008

Launches the
50 minute hiphop theatre
piece One
mind, One
mouth, One
mic

2006

Together with
Redbull Studios
the Illuminating
Shadows “Psycles
E.P is dropped

2009

Ewok tours
as part of
Blue gene
which is
a group
formed with
a French
band

Ewok is part of
a collective of
artists Involved
in activism
around COP17
and using art
as a tool.

2012

DID YOU KNOW?
Here is a list in some interesting
things that you might not know
about Ewok and his work.

Ewok is an accomplished actor
and does not only star in his
productions. He has also won
several awards and been featured
in Shakespearean plays such as
Hamlet.
He is also a very talented graffiti
artists and regularly received
commissions from organisations
asking him to conceptualise their
imagery. His recent projects
include working on Corner Café
as well as the interiors of the
Street Scene office.
Ewok has released all his albums
independently or online and he
does not have a record deal but
has won awards for his music.
Just goes to show you don’t need
the legitimacy of a record deal to
have a successful career
Ewok was one of the regulars at
Bling Free-a Durban based hiphop battle circuit. It was here
that he began making a name for
himself and honing his craft as a
performer.

NB: We think is would be totally
cool if other artists would join
Ewok, come together and form an
arts based education curriculum.
There is a lot of math that goes into
the 16 bars of a hip-hop verse.

SOUNDS LIKE
HIP SPIRIT

I

words by
Sihle Mthembu

t is impossible to describe yourself as a social-liberal
in the truest sense of the term, love hip-hop and not occasionally be at odds with your own relationship with
the genre. It’s easy to complain about hip-hop these
days. I mean the laments write themselves. The debauchery, lack of lyrical substance, the constant recycling of musical material, the lack of insight and the list
goes on and on. In a South African context it’s safe to say
that unfortunately we too have moved way past out golden
years. There was a period there for about the first 6 years of
this new millennium when the genre was spreading its lineage across the length and breadth of the country. The allelements movement was staking its claim and was mostly
fuelled by a raw, gritty expressive sound. Not this modern
synthy-glitchy cheerleader music that invades the airwaves

and the ipods of music bloggers who don’t know any better.
To describe Ewok as being an old soul weaved from that ilk of
the golden-era South African hip-hop is befitting. But what is it
that makes his sound different, endearing and most importantly
relevant? The answer is simple. He is a writer that believes in
message before medium. A musical scholar who bases his sound
on an inside-out kind of approach. The resulting soudscape is
a cross of old school underground hip-hop meeting a somewhat playful and offhanded quintessentially Durban delivery.
Attempting to diligently account for Ewok’s body of work fully
in this small article is at best a wasteful exercise. When listening
to his discography and reading his published lyrics, one thing is
abundantly clear, it’s that Ewok is a musical aficionado that has
been willing to grow with his craft but in equal footing flexible
enough to change with it. The premium subject matter in Ewok’s
musical catalogue is hip-hop itself. The great bulk of his body of

As part of Ewok’s musical
mantra he has worked with
many artists including being
part of Blue Gene, Spitmunky
as and working with other
artists. Hip-hop as a medium
is his primary subject matter
and through his introspective
lyrics he explores the fluidity
of the genre and its relevance

work and lyrics attempt to bring into
focus the changing nature of the genre
as a musical art form, a nostalgic sense
of lost musical purity and perhaps most
importantly the role of the modern MC
in an era where statements like ‘Hiphop is dead’ can at times feel like a good
thing. On Psycles which is featured on

his Ewok’s Flavours mix, Ewok brings
this sense of emotional tugging into the
fore as he explains all the elements and
the ethos of the hip-hop culture as being more than just gang signs and unreasonably expensive gold chains. The
opening track on that EP project also
finds its genesis in a profound sense of
using hip-hop not only as entertainment
but as activism. Clip my wings opens
with an almost stalkerish twinge and
invokes a linear kind of sadness from
the point of view of an MC amazed by
observing the synthetic social fiber that
is growing like a tumor around society.
Earlier on I spoke about how Ewok’s
sounds is very quintessentially Durban, but when listening to his music
not aware of his 031 roots you can still
relate mostly because he explores (to
use a cliché) universal ideas. Through
his rhymes we get a small peak into
the urban idyllic. And nowhere is that
more apparent than in Style Snooker where he rides on a beat that is
glitchy and makes uses of scratchesstaking its claim as being boldly hiphop when it could have been so much
easier to layer and loop some RNB or

pure dubstep to please all radio ears.
If there is one thing that is novel about
Ewok’s sound it is his delivery. Perhaps
rivaled only by Abdus in this sense he
is an MC that can without much effort
switch up his wordplay to match not only
the mood of the song but the content of
the lyrics. In Dala-Dala which is a simultaneously playful yet challenging song
he makes use of close knit wordplay and
sparse beats and takes pleasure in crossing
that fine line of using an Indian/Colured
Durban accent. It’s this little switches
that make his music playful and based
around his surroundings without ever
coming across as gimmicky as mocking.
But to describe Ewok as a fluffy rapper
in maze of so-called gangstas would be
doing an injustice to his lyrical prowess. Very often in his sound you can hear
the remains of his underground hip-hop
roots. The remnants of a man who has
earned his colours in the wilderness of
unknown, unauthorized urban ciphers.
He is a chameleon whose primary DNA
is made of lyrical depth and a strong
sense of self definition. It’s this that allows him to adapt so well to his musical surroundings. Whether he is working solo and dropping eternal spitfire
on songs like What time it is, where he
homoursly says “Forget 50 cent he is just
another George bush” or when he is part
of a more collective sound in groups like
Spitmunky or is immersed in the melodic
highnotes of DJ Veranda Panda’s digital
synths-Ewok is now more that ever a
well rounded musician. Although his EP
offering with French band Blue Gene is
rather short you can get an insight into
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Ewok’s musical set up as part of a live
band. And that is the ultimate test of
every rapper, whether he can transform
from being just a mere lyrical kamikaze to being able to master the craftsmanship of holding and releasing that
is required when part of a multi-instrumental set up. And in the band’s 5 track
EP he does a more than stellar job of
holding his own. On These meditations
which is the opening track on the project Ewok’s use of poetry that quickly
morphs into rap is somewhat spellbinding. He weaves a tapestry of words that
reminds of the beauty of language in a
time where it is perfectly acceptable to
say YOLO to and in all situations. The

track feels almost residual like an internal monologue as the horn section exploits music as an organism and morphs
from mere sound to resemble an actual
shape. On Ja no 3’03 the boundaries
are pushed even further as the song
enters a realm of what can best be described as musical grit. The resulting
melodic architecture is what feels like
a music c section-the beauty of musical birth created. It’s meditative-not
entirely new but it feels rare and that is
because it is. Ewok’s delivery is almost
schizophrenic and the song’s erratic nature itself feels like a thought process.
What Ewok does for South African hiphop is add a different kind of value, he

is an MC that understands and partakes
in the importance of storytelling. Although he is able to employ and speak
in metaphors his music is not abstract.
He understands the importance of the cipher-360 degrees of awareness. And that
if we aim to reach that musical cycle the
individual needs to be involved. There is
a need for the MC to put himself at risk
by being different in a space where it’s
commonplace to get boxed in be inorganic about your craft. He takes a page
of the master manual of the many musicians that have made any kind of endearing contribution in hip-hop, he has
created for himself and everyone who
is willing to listen, a musical body of
work that is contrary to popular belief.

Hip-Hop as a music as a genre and medium continues to be the backbone of Ewok’s carrer
and work. He continues to use it as raw material for his stage works and through it explores
social issues, questions of individual and social identity as well as the borders and limits of
genre itself.

TO READ
FAST

ea
eat
IS AS BAD AS TO

IN A HURRY
-- Vilhelm Ekelund--

poet
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HIP-HOP
IS READ

NOTES FROM A SCHOLAR
Ewok shares his thoughts on the genre
Image by
Val Adamson

I

f I have an idea for a track, or a wall or a poem or whatever, and I can in any way visualize the final product,
then it’s on. It’s like I have been bitten or injected and
I don’t have any control, I have to see the thing through
to finality. The more I think about an idea the more possible it becomes until I find myself sitting down writing
or sketching or whatever and then there is no turning
back. I used to skateboard a lot, and I still drive by obstacles
in the street and imagine what it would be like skating them
even though I am far beyond it now, with metal in my ankle to
prove that I have nothing left to prove! It’s like that with my
art. I hear an instrumental, I see a big wall, I read a sentence,
I have an idea. I am very inspired by other artists in Durban,
more so then anywhere else because I am actually able to be
part of their creative process, to actually witness it happening,
to see them working and be a part of the environment and
context of their work. A Hip Hop mentality pushes me all the
time, with the idea that there are heads out there making new
music, producing fresh work, that makes me want to do the
same. Just knowing that they are out there makes me never
want to stop, to always be a part of that flow of ideas and possibilities and creative production. I am constantly surrounded
by talented intelligent people who are on their own missions
and I want to earn my seat on that bus, to ride with them.
That is a true privilege that artists have and we should use it
wisely. So many people have no voice or space to be heard
or seen. Artists create those spaces and we have a responsibility to the society that sustains us to speak truth to power,
to reflect the real world, to engage with the dominant he-

gemonies of our time and to stay relevant as citizens, both
of our immediate cities and of the world. We have also
never as artists enjoyed as much opportunity to publicize
ourselves as we do now in the current digital age and that
adds so much power to our ability to be able to communicate effectively through our work. More people can hear us
and see us and recognize us now then ever so it is vital that
we maintain a focus on our responsibility as artists in providing and maintaining that space for truth and justice and
equality, for humanity. That was it for me really, the recognition of my privilege and the inherent responsibility that
comes from being able to express yourself freely. I used to
take it for granted and I never want that to happen again.
Durban isn’t going anywhere, it isn’t suffering in any way.
The only time there is ever any dissatisfaction with Durban is
when it is compared to these other places, and i’m saying if you
are more attracted to what Cape Town has to offer then why
not go to Cape Town? People take their motivations and irritations with them, they don’t just disappear because you have
changed locations. If you can make it happen for yourself in
Joburg, then go for it! It’s all about what you want yeah? So
if you are keen to get into TV you have to go to Jsec because
that’s where TV is in this country. If it’s about journalism, you
study at Rhodes, if it’s about theatre, go study in Cape Town,
if it’s about music, Durban is the spot etc.etc. Those are just
small examples. I don’t even know if there is a drain really
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in defence of

poetry off the page
One of the many things that make Ewok stand out from the indulgent noise of rappers is his
ability to mentor and help nurture young talent. Poet Tumelo Khoza writes about the collaborative
relationship she has had with Ewok as mentor.

M

r. Robinson is one of those people you
know and you are able to say, “Yeah, I
know a God exists because of how awesome that person is. Only God can bless
humanity with such a human being.” He
is one selfless individual. Never hesitant
to help someone. He gives, whole heartedly. And it’s hard to find people of his calibre in this day
and age. People who
are always at the
peak of their success
but who never look
down on others,
people who are able
to create opportunities and platforms
for other creatives
because they are not
selfish. They understand that we need
each other in order
to grow. He opens
doors for the youth
and has a passion
for working with
fresh young minds.

into life, I realised that I could make my poetry do anything.
Later on that year, I went to Grahamstown. I went to watch
his show there, again, twice, and twice I waited for about 20
minutes after the show to get an autograph but I didn’t see
him. Then one day, back in Durban, I saw him at a show and I
approached him saying, “Hi Ewok, I’m Tumelo. May I please
have your autograph?” He responded by saying, “My autograph? Come on, I
know you though
 why would
you want my autograph?” I remember smiling
and feeling so important in a space
and town where I
thought it would
take a lifetime to
get that feeling. I
remember
gaining more respect
for Mr. Robinson
and dubbing him
as one of the coolest people in the
city of Durban.

We live in an era
where ‘famous peoToo, I must say, I
ple’ take fame to
am inspired by the
their heads. Ewok
He gives, whole heartedly. And it’s hard to find people of his fact that with all
is not like that t
his achievements,
calibre in this day and age
all. I remember the
with the name that
first time I met him, I was in grade 10, 2005, and he was
he has made for himself in the arts industry, he is still residing
conducting a creative writing and performance workshop
in Durban. Too many young artists leave this city to pursue
at UKZN called Poetry off the Page. I sat in his workshop
greener pastures elsewhere. He, along with many other artists
twice in one day. I was amazed at how someone could exalike, have shown me the importance of ‘keeping the home fires
plain what I am so passionate about in a way that made sense
burning’, that it’s ok to travel the world, to marvel the masses
like I had never understood it to make sense before. Then
with your craft, but return home to share your experiences,
to top it all up, he performed his one hander, One Mind,
to inspire others back home and to only better yourself as an
One Mouth, One Mic. That performance, with all that he
artist. What a legend, Mr. Robinson is, what a living legend.
had spoken about at the workshop, changed my life forever
as a writer and poetic activist. My poetry suddenly sprung

